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What is police brutality  
•  Recent high-profile incidents (first two caught on cellphone videos)  

�  Clement Emeka, Cape Town, March 2014) 
�  Mido Macia, Daveyton, February 2013 
�  Cato Manor organised crime unit (expose December 2011) 

•  Generally definition: unlawful police violence related to performance of 
police duties  

•  Includes: Unlawful use of lethal force, torture, other unlawful assaults  

•  Generally term is not used to refer to rape by police though probably should 
be included especially where victim is suspect or arrested person. 

•  Much of it takes place in circumstances where not likely to be witnessed or 
recorded by independent witnesses. 



Statistics on police violence - fatal 
violence - 1 
•  Deaths as a result of police action 

•  2012-13: 485 deaths in 431 incidents (includes Marikana 34) - shootings 365, 
torture 2, assault 20, vehicles 35, 9 other. 

2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

National (incidents) 612 566 540 488 431 

Gauteng 127 132 138 131 118 

KZN  201 210 187 137 102 

E Cape 77 48 60 66 47 

W Cape 53 48 37 30 37 

Mpumalanga  45 48 31 31 37 

SAPS  608 556 527 480 415 

MPS  4 10 13 8 16 



Statistics on police violence - fatal 
violence - 2 
•  Deaths as a result of police action - mostly reported to IPID/ICD by police 

§  Do not necessarily involve allegations that police acted unlawfully. 
§  Cannot be assumed to constitute cases of brutality 

•  Focusing on last 5 years for which statistics are available (April 2008 – March 
2013) 
§  SAPS related deaths as a result of police action dropped by 32% from 608 to 

415 – a decline of 193 fatal incidents  
§  Though 2012-13 figure includes Marikana with a very high number of fatalities 

the number of fatalities in this year (485) is lower than the number of fatal 
incidents (488) in the previous year. 

§  This decline is partly linked to a drop of more than 50% in deaths as a result of 
police action in KZN from a high of 210 in 2009-10.  

•  ‘Deaths in custody’ category may also include fatal violence by police – e.g 
statistics indicate 3 deaths in custody linked to torture in 2012 -13.  

•  Premature to assess impact of Section 49 amendment - brought into effect 
September 2012 



Statistics on police brutality – non-
fatal - 1  
•  Main indicator of brutality - ICD/IPID statistics on non-fatal police violence 

�  35 out of 50 torture cases recorded in Eastern Cape 
�  Overall 27% of 2012-13 cases (1142) from W Cape. Next highest Gauteng (569) 

2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Torture  - 5 41 80 50 

Attempted murder 372 325 354 409 * 

Assault GBH  828 920 966 736 1236 

Assault common  378 422 421 490 2855 

Other  -  - - 7 40 

Total  1578 1672 1782 1722 4181 



Statistics on police brutality – non-
fatal - 2  
Other statistics  

2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Rape by police of 
person in custody  

- - - - 13 

Rape by police 
officer  

25 24 41 80 146 

Complaints 
regarding discharge 
of firearm 

* * * * 670 



Statistics on police brutality – non-
fatal - 3  
§  Non fatal violence mostly reported by ‘complainants’ (i.e. non-fatal violence cases 

are ‘complaints’ cf fatal violence cases – ‘notifications’). 

§  Statistics on-fatal violence - completely different trend from those for  fatal 
violence 

§  Overall increase in complaints of assault GBH recorded by ICD/IPID 
§  2012-2013 figure of 1236 is 28% higher than previous highest figure (966 recorded in 

2010-11) 

§  Also dramatic increase in cases of rape by police in 2012-13 (99% increase from 
previous year)  

§  Also dramatic leap (475%) in recorded cases of common assault 

§  Changes in recording/reporting related to change from ICD to IPID:  
§  Analysis of non-fatal assaults complicated by IPID no longer reporting on attempted 

murder (409 cases in 2011-2012).. 
§  On the other hand – substantial number of complaints (670) in new category regarding 

discharge of firearm 



Statistics on convictions of police in 
2012-13 year for offences of violence  
(NB: These are cases finalised during the 2012-2013 year) 

Year cases 
reported (docket 
opened) 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total 

Murder  4 5 3 7 3 4 26 

Attempted murder  1 1 3 1 6 

Culpable homicide 1 1 

Assault GBH 4 2 2 8 

Assault common  2 2 2 6 

Rape  1 1 

Total  4 10 5 14 8 7 48 



Statistics on convictions of police in 
2012-13 year for offences of violence 
•  As noted these are cases finalised during the 2012-2013 year (i.e other cases 

openened between 2007 & 2012 were finalised in other years or are still to 
be finalised) 

•  More than half of convictions arising from cases of violence (27 out of 48 or 
56%) are for fatal-violence  

•  Rough projection – murder cases take roughly 3.5 years to be finalised.  

•  New framing of mandate of IPID (as opposed to ICD) may lead to different 
approach to how cases are prioritised e.g. greater emphasis on securing 
prosecutions in cases of torture or rape.  



Leadership, political & organisation 
context  
•  Since Marikana – there is no longer inflammatory rhetoric from political leaders 

or police commanders. 

•  Statement by SAPS national commissioner Riah Phiyega informing MPs that 8 
police have been dismissed for Mido Macia killing (3 July 2014) 
�  “When an action took place here in Cape Town where we saw people beating somebody 

else, we acted instantly. Those members are not in the service,” …. If anyone does 
anything that is outside our prescripts, we shall not hesitate to act,”  

•  However this kind of statement does not necessarily mean problem is properly 
understood  - high profile incidents are treated as unusual rather than being a 
reflection of a chronic problem within the SAPS.   

•  Public anxieties about crime often translated into willingness to condone 
brutality - 2009 TNS Research Surveys - 54% of interviewees supported a ‘shoot 
to kill’ policing strategy.  

•  SAPS large heavily bureaucratised organisation – difficult for it to engage in 
innovation around addressing problems with the use of force. 

•  Substantial costs to state arising from civil claims against the police.   

 



Current approach to addressing 
brutality   
•  Current approach to managing use of force  

�  Fatalities – reported to outside body (IPID) 
�  Firearm discharges – legalistically orientated report supposed to be compiled. 
�  Other uses of force – generally disregarded by managers/commanders  

•  At political level ‘effective response’ is understood as being about the ICD/IPID 
and training   

•  Evidence is that police brutality cannot be addressed through an approach that 
relies on the criminal justice system – or the disciplinary process 
�  Especially ineffective in addressing non-fatal violence 

•  Police training also cannot address it on its own 

•  Practises and attitudes that support police brutality are reproduced ‘in the field’  

•  Approach therefore needs to be concerned with day to day management of use of 
force   



Ideas for addressing police brutality  
•  Punitive/deterrence orientated  

�  More resources for IPID  
�  Also greater use of disciplinary system   
�  Penalise responsible police officers where civil claim settled against the police. 

•  Alternative approach  
�  Focus on ‘minimising the use of force’  - not just using ‘minimum force’ in 

confrontations but trying to minimise the need for force to be used – give greater 
emphasise to police superiority in numbers and technology 

�  Bring questions of use of force into performance management system 
�  Focus on professionals standards in using force – don’t just assess police uses of 

force in terms of whether they conform to the law or not but also in terms of whether 
they conform to objective of minimising force whilst seeking to resolve situations 
effectively. 

�  Combine focus on support to police with deterrence.  



The end  
•  … thank you! 


